Virtual Engineer as a Service (VEaaS®) Q&A
Q: How does the VEaaS® ITSM platform drive an immediate 30% efficiency for our Infrastructure Operations?
A1: It includes a CMDB (Configuration Management Database) which not only creates a map of all of your devices, operating
systems, hypervisors, databases, applications, etc., but will also map all of the correlations and dependencies. Any
additions or removals are updated as they happen. An example of why this is so important is that Infrastructure
Operations teams are inundated with alerts – if a router fails – fifty other devices, operating systems, hypervisors,
databases, applications, etc. behind the router also send alerts. Our CMDB recognizes all the dependencies and rolls
everything up into one ticket.
A2: It includes a knowledge management module, which can store the process of how an incident has been resolved, or
provide a standard operating procedure for how it should be resolved. When an identical incident occurs in the future,
VEaaS® will automatically follow the same process to resolve the incident. The remediation process can also be ‘tagged’
so that when a similar incident occurs, VEaaS® will notify the engineer of the way a similar incident was resolved it in the
past. This way, valuable knowledge from your IT Operations team is captured for use by other personnel.
A3: It includes a monitoring tool that can integrate with all of your existing monitoring tools or replace them (many
customers have 4-6 different monitoring tools). If the monitoring tools are replaced, the number of technologies that
you need to have skills in is reduced (and you’ll save on licensing).
A4: It includes a ticketing system that can integrate with your existing ticketing system or replace it (and you’ll save on
licensing). This ticketing system can be ‘e-bonded’ with all the major telco carriers – this means that when VEaaS®
detects that a comms line has failed, it will open a ticket with the telco, relay any updates from the telco and then close
the customer ticket when the line is back up.
A5: It includes an asset management system that will track any asset data such as purchase date, serial number, services
tags, warranty period, support renewals, repair history, etc. Data is updated in real-time as assets are added, removed
or amended.
Q: How are my Infrastructure Operations automated?
A: The CMDB comes with a library of over 160,000 pre-built automations, for all the major technologies – Dell, IBM, HP,
EMC, NetApp, Hitachi, Cisco, Microsoft, UNIX, iSeries, Oracle, VMware, SAP, etc. You just need to tell us what you want
automated (a Standard Operating Procedure) and we check for a matching automation in the library, and then deploy it.
If it doesn’t match exactly, we can customize it to match the SOP. If there isn’t a matching automation in the library, we
can create a new automation. VEaaS® includes unlimited automations.
Q: How much of my Infrastructure Operations tasks can be automated?
A: By the end of the first year of the service, nDivision will have automated up to 90% of your repetitive Tier 1 tasks, and on
average, 56% of all IT Operations tasks.
Q: Are automations limited to just servers, storage and networking?
A: If you are subscribing to VEaaS® across all of your infrastructure and databases, we will include automations for any of
these areas as well as any standard application automations in the library.
Q: Is there anything else that can be automated?
A: Yes, anything that is IP-addressable, or where we are simulating keystrokes on a keyboard.
Q: How does VEaaS® improve resource management?
A: VEaaS® provides Six Sigma based resource management where IT leaders can now objectively measure the cumulative
workload for resources or teams by the amount of IT operations tickets and project tasks they are responsible for.
Additionally, VEaaS® can provide metrics down to an individual level for mean time to respond/resolve, re-opened
incidents, escalations and ultimately end-user satisfaction.

Q: Could you give me some examples of how other customers are using VEaaS®?
A1: A retailer with 10,000 locations that use satellite connectivity has to check the weather Doppler for rain/snow at the
location every time a site loses connectivity (which is happening all the time across America). When the weather clears,
they have to check to see if connectivity has been restored. VEaaS® detects when connectivity drops, checks the
weather Doppler at regular intervals, and if connectivity isn’t restored when the bad weather passes, VEaaS® attempts
to resolve the problem with an automation or escalates the issue to a human engineer.
A2: Same retailer – 10,000+ Cisco devices which require regular O/S updates. Because of the sheer volume of effort
required, the devices are updated in waves, which means that their O/S can be current, -1, -2, or -3 releases at any given
time, and can be up to three years behind. VEaaS® updated all 10,000 devices in 3 weeks, but it could’ve been done in 3
days (customer wanted it phased).
A3: VP of IT uses VEaaS® for application testing (hundreds of different test scenarios for every new release). He employed a
person to do this, who sometimes made mistakes. VEaaS® simulates keystrokes to test whether the new software
release will work. VEaaS® can simulate hundreds or thousands of people entering data, to stress test the code, database
and infrastructure.
A4: CIO used VEaaS® to periodically run dummy transactions through their website to make sure it’s not only up, but that
transactions can be processed. He wanted one less tool to have to retain skills in, and pay for.
A5: Intermittent problems are difficult to resolve because it’s difficult to know what was going on at the time the problem
occurred. Often, by the time Infrastructure Operations starts working on the problem it’s no longer occurring. VEaaS®
can be set up with monitoring thresholds that trigger data capture when a given incident occurs – such as reduced
bandwidth causing slower response times. The human engineer can then analyze the ‘point-in-time’ data to determine
what was causing the slow response times.
Q: How much visibility do I get with VEaaS®?
A: A fully customizable dashboard provides real-time data of all open tickets, their status and who is working on them.
VEaaS® will route new tickets to an engineer with appropriate skills, and can take into account their skills, availability
and previous end user satisfaction ratings.
Q: What is the process for improving the level of automation?
A: One of nDivision’s Process Architects will be assigned to your infrastructure, database and applications teams to define
SOP’s for new automations which we will create, QA and implement.
Q: How is VEaaS® charged for?
A: It’s a three year contract billed on a monthly basis. There is a monthly charge per CI (Configuration Item), which is
determined by the number of servers, VM’s, terabytes of storage, network devices, etc. The minimum number of CI’s is
400. There is a one-time charge for deployment and integration, which varies depending on the amount of ticketing,
monitoring, project management and other tools that VEaaS® has to integrate with.
Q: What if I don’t want my people to have to carry out the remaining Infrastructure Operations tasks that VEaaS® can’t
automate?
A: We can upgrade the VEaaS® service to an Autonomic Managed Service (AMS). nDivision’s engineers can carry out the
Level 1 Incident Management tasks (L1 AMS) or the Level 2 Infrastructure Operations tasks (L2 AMS).
Q: What do you need to provide me with a quote for VEaaS®?
A: We will send you a simple questionnaire to establish how many CI’s you have and what tools we need to integrate with.
Additionally, with a history of your ticket data we can estimate the percentage of automation that is achievable by 6 and
12 months intervals.

For more information about nDivision’s Virtual Engineer as a Service and Autonomic Managed Service
contact Mike Beavers: office: (512) 789-9046 email: mbeavers@ndivision.com

